Robbinsdale Open House – June 11th, 2015

*All comments are recorded verbatim from comment cards and discussion worksheets. No grammatical, word choice changes or spelling has been corrected. If handwriting is unclear, then correct spelling is used and the most contextual word choice is assumed or marked illegible. Any personal identifiable information, if provided, has been deleted from these comments*

1. Don’t close crossings to west side. Excited, wish it would open sooner!
3. I live at 39xx Noble-wld love to see this crossing closed w/o big wall

4. Pls close crossing @ 39 1/2 to 40th
5. Local, non franchise businesses in the station. 😊

6. Good idea to use the Hubbard Transit center for Park & Ride
7. Make:
   - Accessible
   - Remove snow
   - Easy to get to
   - Site at transit center

8. City please implement quiet zone at 45 ½ Ave.